We advance a novel computational theory of the hippocampal formation as a hierarchical generative model that organizes sequential experiences, such as rodent trajectories during spatial navigation, into coherent spatiotemporal contexts. We propose that to make this possible, the hippocampal generative model is endowed with strong inductive biases to pattern-separate individual items of experience (at the first hierarchical layer), organize them into sequences (at the second layer) and then cluster them into maps (at the third layer). This theory entails a novel characterization of hippocampal reactivations as generative replay: the offline resampling of fictive sequences from the generative model, for the sake of continual learning of multiple sequential experiences. Our experiments show that the hierarchical model using generative replay is able to learn and retain efficiently multiple spatial navigation trajectories, organizing them into separate spatial maps. Furthermore, it reproduces flexible aspects of hippocampal dynamics that have been challenging to explain within existing frameworks. This theory reconciles multiple roles of the hippocampal formation in mapbased navigation, episodic memory and imagination.
Introduction
During our lives, we continuously learn new skills and accumulate novel memories. A fundamental problem in both neuroscience and machine learning is to avoid that the novel acquired knowledge interferes with past memories, causing their catastrophic forgetting [1] .
The hippocampus has long been considered as central to the solution of this biological problem. According to the influential Complementary Learning Systems theory, it works as an episodic memory buffer that stores novel experiences rapidly and successively reactivates them offline (e.g., during sleep), in order to train a second, semantic memory system located in the cortex, which gradually integrates and consolidates memories [2] , [3] .
The idea that the hippocampus stores and reactivates episodic memories offline received empirical support from rodent studies during spatial navigation -a domain in which the hippocampus is particularly important. These studies have shown that that in phases of wakeful rest during spatial navigation, and during subsequent sleep, the rodent hippocampus spontaneously regenerates sequences of neural activations (within so-called sharp wave ripples), which resemble sequences observed during actual animal behaviour [4] (e.g., sequences of place cells that are active when the animal follows a specific spatial trajectory), in a time-compressed manner [5] . Such internally generated hippocampal sequences are often interpreted as "replays" of previous experiences from an episodic memory buffer located in the hippocampus; and their disruption was shown to impair memory-based navigation [6] .
The idea of using an episodic memory buffer to store and replay experiences during learning is widespread in machine learning, too. This "experience replay" method is especially effective for continual learning, where the same agent architecture has to learn multiple tasks, one after the other [7] . In most neural network architectures, learning a novel task (task C) would imply forgetting previously learned tasks (tasks A and B), as the memories of C would interfere with those of A and B. An agent using experience replay can avoid this problem. Essentially, when it learns tasks A and B, it stores all its learning episodes in a memory buffer; and then it replays all them from the buffer when it learns a novel task C, preventing their catastrophic forgetting -similar to how hippocampal "replay" putatively works.
Yet, rodent and human studies have shown that the hippocampus does not literally "replay" previous experiences from a memory buffer. Internally generated hippocampal sequences during sleep or wakeful rest can depict paths to future goal locations rather than only past trajectories, possibly supporting planning and imagination beyond purely memory function [8] ; random trajectories, resembling Brownian diffusion [9] ; trajectories that have never been directly explored but yet reflect prior spatial knowledge [10] , [11] , such as shortcuts [12] and future event locations [13] (and in human studies of non-spatial domains, learned rules [14] ); or even preplay sequences of cells that later on (i.e., when the environment is experienced) map onto real trajectories [15] .
These findings indicate that internally generated hippocampal sequences during sleep or wakeful rest have flexible and prospective aspects [5] , [16] - [19] , which are difficult to reconcile with the idea of "replays" of experiences from a memory buffer. Here we advance a novel theoretical proposal to explain the flexible aspects of internally generated hippocampal sequences and their roles in episodic memory and beyond.
We propose that the hippocampal formation is a hierarchical generative model that organizes sequential experiences (e.g., rodent trajectories during spatial navigation), into a set of coherent but mutually exclusive spatiotemporal contexts (e.g., spatial maps). Furthermore, we propose that internally generated hippocampal sequences stem from generative replay, or the offline resampling of fictive experiences from the generative model. The theory is based on two main assumptions. The first assumption is that the hippocampal formation encodes experiences by learning a hierarchical generative model, as opposed to storing them in a memory system. The proposed hierarchical structure has three layers, see Figure 1A . The first hierarchical layer forms latent codes for individual items of experience (e.g., the animal's spatial location) from sensory observations. At this first layer, the item codes are pattern-separated and hence deprived of context. The role of the second and third layers is to organize the items into coherent spatiotemporal contexts. For this, the second layer forms latent codes for sequences within which the lower-level items are embedded (e.g., the animal's spatial trajectory), hence supporting their sequential processing. The third layer forms latent codes for structured maps that cluster experiences into coherent and mutually exclusive spatiotemporal contexts (e.g., the maze the animal is currently in versus alternative mazes). In other words, the hierarchical structure provides the model with "inductive biases" to firstly disentangle items of experience and then organize them into sequences (temporally ordered items) and maps (spatially clustered sequences). The second assumption is that internally generated hippocampal sequences are manifestations of the inferential dynamics of the generative model, not "replays" from a memory. Specifically, the hippocampal generative model supports generative replay: a method for continual learning that uses fictive experiences resampled from a generative model rather than memorized experiences, as in experience replay. Generative replay uses fictive experiences to self-train the model that generates them (as well as to train separate models or controllers) and is effective in preventing catastrophic forgetting [20] - [22] . Furthermore, by using a model, generative replay avoids the main shortcoming of experience replay: the necessity of unbounded memory resources to learn multiple tasks. Furthermore, generative replay explains flexible and prospective aspects of internally generated hippocampal sequences, which are difficult to reconcile with experience replay. Generative replay is also similar to another method to train agent controllers offline: the self-generation of experiences from a learned transition model of the task, as in the DYNA architecture of reinforcement learning [23] . However, learning a generative model is substantially simpler than learning a transition model and less error prone. Generative replay hence avoids the main shortcoming of using a transition model to train a controller: the fact that model errors accumulate when one resamples sequentially from them, making learning instable.
Results
In this section, we present the simulation of a continual learning task, consisting in learning multiple spatial mazes from (simulated) navigation trajectories. We compare four learning agents that use the same hierarchical generative model ( Figure 1A ) but different replay methods: no replay, experience replay, generative replay, and a novel variant of generative replay ("prioritized generative replay"). Besides illustrating the efficacy of generative replay for continual learning, this simulation also shows how the generative model supports spatial map formation, inference, and the generation of fictive experiences that capture essential aspects of internally generated hippocampal sequences.
The continual learning task
The continual learning task that the four learning agents face consists in learning five 15x15 mazes, using a single generative model, see Figure 1B . The agents learn different mazes in different blocks (mazes are selected randomly for each agent and block). During each block, the four learning agents receive as data 20 spatial trajectories from the maze they are current in and use these trajectory data to update their hierarchical generative models. These trajectory data are generated by a separate model-based Bayesian controller that, for each trial and maze, starts from a random location and reaches a random goal location, by following a near-optimal trajectory [24] . Below we introduce the agents' generative model (which is the same for all agents) and their training procedures (which is different for each agent).
Hierarchical generative model
All the learning agents are endowed with the same hierarchical generative model, shown in Figure 1A (see the Methods section for a formal specification). The generative model comprises three layers of hidden states (coding for items, sequences and maps, respectively) and a layer coding the current agent observation. We start describing the model from the bottom-up, i.e., from observations. At each moment, the only thing the agent observes is its current spatial location in the maze. In other words, it does not observe the whole trajectory data simultaneously, but one location after the other.
The first hidden layer of the hierarchical model encodes observations into item codes. The item codes are inferred probabilistically, using a scheme similar to predictive coding [25] , [26] , which integrates four sources of information: top-down predictions from the higher hierarchical layers, bottom-up observations, lateral information from the previous sequence, and a (fixed) model of movement dynamics.
The second hidden layer of the hierarchical model encodes sequences of items, which are inferred by considering two sources of information: lateral information from the previous sequence, and bottom-up information from the last inferred item.
The third hidden layer of the hierarchical model encodes maps using a probabilistic mixture model: a way to represent the fact that different sequences of observations can belong to different clusters (i.e., different trajectories can belong to different spatial maps). The model maintains a (categorical) probability distribution over the clusters of the mixture model, with the cluster having the highest probability corresponding to the "currently inferred" map, i.e., the map the agent believes it is in, based on the trajectory data it is observing. This probability distribution is continuously updated, in a Bayesian way, as the agent observes new data. The currently inferred map is the (only) one that is updated during learning and used to generate fictive experiences.
The "content" of each cluster (i.e., the map) is a probability distribution over an arbitrary structure, which in our simulations is a 2D spatial structure. Importantly, given their probabilistic representation, and the way they are trained, maps are biased: they encode not just items in their spatial locations but also simultaneously the (prior) probability of visiting these locations in the future, under a goal-directed policy. This is intuitively zero at locations that cannot be crossed (e.g., walls) and high in goal and other behaviourally relevant locations, such as junction points or bottlenecks [27] . In the current implementation, the probabilities are updated using visitation counts during both real and fictive experiences; but other methods such as algorithmic complexity [28] - [30] and successor representations [31] produce similar results. The reason why goal (and other behaviourally relevant) locations are assigned higher probabilities is due to the fact that the training trajectory data come from a goal-directed controller; the distribution would have been flatter if we used a random controller instead. This bias towards behaviourally relevant locations will become important later, when we will discuss training using generative replay.
In our simulations, the generative model uses five clusters. This is done to facilitate the analyses, as there is (potential) a one-to-one mapping between the five clusters and the five mazes; and our results will show that most simulations converge to this solution or a close approximation. However, the methods are more general and can extend to an arbitrary number of clusters, using a nonparametric method that automatically selects the best number of clusters given the agent's observations (see section on "Nonparametric Method").
In parallel, for each cluster, the model maintains an auxiliary, prioritized map that encodes the average surprise of the model at each location (rather than visitation counts). Intuitively, the prioritized maps describe how unpredicted each location was, possibly marking portions of the map that need more updating, similar to prioritized sweeping in reinforcement learning [32] . This bias towards surprising locations will become important later, when we will discuss training using prioritized generative replay.
Training procedure
As discussed above, the four agents are trained in the same way within blocks: they receive as data 20 spatial trajectories from the maze they are currently in (experiencing each trajectory just once in pseudorandom order) and use these data to train their generative models. What distinguishes the four agents is how they update their generative model between blocks, see Figure 1B . The first (baseline) agent does not update the generative model between blocks. The other three agents use replays for training their generative models offline, between blocks: they replay 20 trajectories and use these fictive data to update their generative models, in exactly the same way they do with real trajectories. However, they use different replay mechanisms. The second agent uses experience replay: it replays trajectories randomly selected amongst all those experienced before. The third agent uses generative replay: it resamples trajectories from their inferred map, i.e., the one corresponding to the cluster having currently the highest probability (note that as the probabilities are continuously updated, successive replays can be generated by different maps). The fourth agent uses prioritized generative replay: it resamples trajectories from its generative model, but using prioritized maps instead of the standard maps used by the third agent to select the first item.
Simulation results
The results of the continual learning experiment are shown in Figure 1C -F. Figure 1C shows the agents' learning error, measured in terms of their ability to correctly infer what maze generated their observations (i.e., in which maze they are) -which in Bayesian terms, is a form of latent state (map) inference [33] - [35] . For this, we first establish (for each agent) what is the most probable (or preferred) maze for each cluster at the end of the learning ( Figure 2B -C reveal that in almost all cases one cluster is much more probable than the others). This preferred cluster is the "ground truth", or the cluster that the agent would select if it had enough data. Then we consider at each step how many times, the agent assigns the highest probability to the preferred cluster, after the first 10 observations of each trial (but we exclude the first 5 trials of each block from this analysis). Our results show that the two agents using generative replay outperform the baseline and the experience replay agents, which means that they infer more often in which map they are given the trajectory data they are experiencing. Figure 1D shows the same learning error, but computed during a separate (retention) test session executed after the agents experienced all the five blocks. Note that during this retention test session, we reset the cluster probabilities at each trial, hence the agent treats each new trajectory as independent; this makes the test particularly challenging, as the agents cannot consider the evidence they accumulated when observing previous sequences. Furthermore, learning novel mazes could lead to the catastrophic forgetting of older mazes. Again, our results show that the two agents using generative replay outperform the baseline and the experience replay agents, suggesting that they suffer much less from catastrophic forgetting.
Figure 2. Clustering emerged during the continual learning experiment. (A) Cluster selection during navigation in sample replicas of each agent. The abscissa is double-labelled with time step (below) and colour coded blocks (above). The ordinate indexes the clusters (1 to 5) selected during the blocks. The legend colour-and-symbol labels the maze used in each block. In many cases, agents select one single cluster for each block (especially after offline replay). (B) Analysis of cluster-maze specificity across all n=16 replicas of the four learning agents. Left: average cluster-maze confusion matrices. Right: Average frequency of cluster selection across clusters as a function of cluster-specific maze-preference rank (top) and proportion of the top-rank cluster selected during navigation (bottom).
Figures 1E and 1F characterize the dynamic effect of evidence accumulation within trials. They plot the performance of the agents during the test session against the first 25 time steps of each trial, during which they gradually accumulate information about both the maze and the trajectories they are observing (recall that the agents receive one observation after the other and never observe entire trajectories, nor they know the maze or location in which they are). Our results show that as they accumulate more evidence within trials, the agents' performance increases, both in terms of their capacity to infer the correct maze they are in ( Figure 1E ), and their capacity to generate sequences from the correct map ( Figure 1F ). The latter is equivalent to reconstruction accuracy: a performance measure that is widely used to train autoencoders and generative models in machine learning. Coherent with the above overall performance measures, the two agents using generative replay outperform the other two, both in terms of speed and accuracy of inference.
To better understand the learning procedure, Figure 2A plots the clusters that sample replicas of the learning agents actually select during training. The results show that all the agents tend to select one cluster for each maze. However, the two agents using generative replay do this more systematically; and especially the agent using prioritized generative replay. This is confirmed by Figure 2B , which shows the cluster-maze "confusion matrices" of the four agents: the two agents using generative replay tend to assign all the trajectories of the same maze to the same cluster, hence disambiguating more clearly the five mazes they experienced.
Grouping multiple experiences in a single cluster or map is useful for generalization (e.g., to generate never-experienced or shortcut trajectories; see below). However, our model does not necessarily acquire a one-to-one correspondence between clusters and mazes. Depending on the training regime, and the similarity between novel and existing maps, the model can develop multiple clusters for the same maze or reuse the same clusters across multiple mazes. The first possibility -using multiple clusters for the same maze -illustrates a potential mechanism for hippocampal splitter cells [36] , which show route-dependent rather than mapdependent firing. The second possibility -reusing the same clusters across multiple mazesprovides a potential mechanism for generating never-observed sequences that cross two mazes, or two portions of the same maze that were never experienced together, e.g., shortcut sequences [12] (see also [37] ). These shortcut sequences were empirically found while animals learned independently two portions of the same maze -where distal cues may have facilitated the integration of these memories rather than their segregation into fully distinct maps [12] . More broadly, reusing the same clusters across multiple mazes provides a powerful mechanism for the rapid learning of novel spatial maps from a very limited set of experiences -or even before actual navigation experience [15] .
Generative replay of sequences in the presence or absence of external stimuli
The continual learning experiment shows that agents endowed with a hierarchical generative model and generative replay mechanisms can efficiently learn and infer multiple mazes using self-training. Generative replay provides a novel explanation of internally generated hippocampal sequences, suggesting that they are resampled sequences from the latent map (prior) distribution in the absence of external stimuli (this is sometimes called inputless decoder in machine learning), rather than replays of previous experiences as commonly assumed.
Importantly, the hierarchical model spontaneously generates sequences both in the absence of external stimuli and in their presence. In the absence of external stimuli (e.g., during generative replay), the whole sequence consists in fictive observations. The starting points of generative replays are sampled from the currently inferred map, i.e., the map that currently has the highest probability (but note that this probability is continuously updated, and hence successive generative replays can be generated by different maps). Importantly, the maps are biased, as they encode the probability of items at given locations, which indirectly signals their importance (or surprise in prioritized maps). This implies that in the absence of external stimuli, generative replay events will tend to start from important locations, such as goal locations, as shown empirically [8] , [38] ; see Figure 3 . Note that by selectively resampling sequences that encode goals, generative replay further biases the agent's maps to focus on goal-(or more broadly, behaviourally relevant) locations that have adaptive value. In the presence of external inputs, such as a currently experienced sequence, the hierarchical model supports sequence forward prediction, i.e., the prediction of the continuation of the sequence, conditioned on the current observation and the currently inferred map. This mechanism can potentially explain two important hippocampal phenomena.
First, at difference with replays during sleep, repays occurring during awake state can start around the animal's position and be biased towards goal locations [8] . This can be explained by considering that during awake state, the generative model may receive some weak observation (e.g., the animal's current location), which could be used to determine the starting point of a generative replay. Then, for the very same reason explained above (that latent maps are biased) sequence predictions would be biased towards important items or locations, such as goal locations. This would imply that the differences between replays during awake state and sleep would depend on the way generative replays are initialized, given the presence (during awake state) or absence (during sleep) of bottom-up observations -with the former more biased to originate from the animal's current location to reach behaviourally relevant locations, and the latter more biased to originate from behaviourally relevant locations.
Second, during navigation, the hippocampal encodes theta sequences [39] , or sequences of place cells, within each theta cycle. Theta sequences have been implied in both memory encoding and the prediction of future spatial positions along the animal's current spatial trajectory [40] - [42] . Our computational model entails a novel perspective on theta sequences, suggesting that they interleave the (bottom-up) recognition of the current sequence and the (top-down) generation of predicted future locations; see [43] for the related suggestion that these two processes may be realized in early and late phases of each theta cycle. In other words, the first part of a theta cycle would play the role of a "filter" (requiring bottom-up inputs) to represent the previous and current location, whereas the second half of the cycle would play the role of a "predictor" (requiring top-down inputs) to represent future locations. A speculative possibility is that the theta rhythm itself acts as a gain modulator for bottom-up streams [44] , by increasing their precision during the first half of each theta cycle and then decreasing it during the second half -thus only allowing top-down predictions to occur in this second half. Interestingly, it has been reported that theta sequences are biased towards goal locations [45] , which in our model would occur given that the maps generating top-down predictions are biased.
To recap, in our model, replays during sleep, replays during awake state and theta sequences would all be manifestations of the dynamics of the same hierarchical generative model, but arise in different conditions. Replays during sleep are the "purest" (inputless) generative replay, whose starting point is sampled from the probabilistic maps. Note that during learning, the agent replays from multiple maps and not just the last experienced one (it selects a map for each replay, based on current cluster probabilities). This mechanism nicely explains why hippocampal replays can include distal experiences, as shown empirically [12] . Replays during awake state take weak bottom-up input (e.g., current position), which becomes a likely starting point for the generative replay. Theta sequences would arise spontaneously while the agent is engaged in navigation as a manifestation of the interleaved bottom-up and top-down dynamics of the generative model, with the former acting as a filter to encode the past and the present and the latter acting as a predictor to encode the future. All these internally generated sequences are intrinsically biased as the maps from which they are generated encode the importance of items or their surprise in prioritized maps (or a combination of importance and surprise if one combines these maps during replay).
So far, we discussed a model in which the number of cluster is fixed a-priori. However, a straightforward nonparametric extension of the same method permits an open-ended expansion of the number of clusters as the agent receives novel observations; see the Methods section for details. The resulting nonparametric model is plausibly better suited to capture the ability of the hippocampus to potentially encode a very large number of experiences and to restructure itself during development and learning.
We tested the efficacy of the nonparametric method in the same structure learning experiment introduced above, with the only difference that each maze was presented 4 times in different blocks, resulting in 20 navigation blocks. This procedure provides more training data, which are required to show the efficiency of clustering by the nonparametric method; see Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Clustering emerged during continuous nonparametric learning. (A) Cluster selection during navigation in sample baseline and prioritized generative replay agents. Note the greater maze-cluster consistency in the latter agent. (B) Analysis of the consistency of cluster-maze selection across all replicas of the four learning agents. Left: Average cluster-maze confusion of the clusters that are most frequently selected during the navigation in each maze (note that this analysis regards in total n=5 clusters per learner). Right: as in Figure 2, average frequency of cluster selection and proportion of top maze-specific clusters selected.
Our results show that the model performance was in line with the model with fixed number of clusters; with the four agents (baseline, experience replay, generative replay and prioritized experience replay) showing a maze recognition error of 0.261 (se 0.029), 0.148 (se 0.017), 0.097 (se 0.016), and 0.095 (se 0.019), respectively (n=16 replicas of each agent). As expected from a nonparametric method, all the agents learned the implicit trajectory clustering task with some redundancy compared to the parametric method ( Figure 4A ), but they are still able to reliably map each maze to at least one cluster -as evident from the confusion matrices of Figure 4B .
As for the parametric method, the generative replay agents develop more specific clusters, which would explain their better performance. These results illustrate that our generative replay approach to continual learning does not necessarily require a-priori information about the number of clusters but can directly infer it from data. This (nonparametric) challenge is similar to what the hippocampal formation has to face when learning multiple experiences. Note however that the hippocampal formation could use a number of (distal sensory) cues to help determining, for example, whether the maze has changed, which are instead unavailable to our nonparametric agents.
Putative biological implementation of the hierarchical generative model
We described the hippocampal formation as a hierarchical generative model that organizes sequential experiences into coherent spatiotemporal contexts. In this section, we briefly discuss the putative neurobiological implementation of the proposed architecture (see Figure  5) ; while also noting that most aspects of this neurobiological architecture are speculative and demand future investigations.
Figure 5. Putative neurobiological implementation of the hierarchical generative model (note that for space limitations, the figure only shows the EC-DG-CA3-CA1 system). LEC: lateral entorhinal cortex; MEC: medial entorhinal cortex; DG: dentate gyrus; CA:
Cornu Ammonis. Figure 5 shows a putative mapping between the components of the hierarchical generative model and the hippocampal formation, here limited to the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex for illustrative purposes. The functions of the first layer may be supported by the dentate gyrus, which integrates sensory and spatial information (from MEC and LEC, respectively) to form pattern-separated, conjunctive codes for different items of experience (e.g., spatial codes such as place cells). The DG-CA3 and CA3-CA1-EC pathways have the necessary circuitry to support the inference (encoding) and generation (decoding) processes implemented by the hierarchical architecture.
The maps may be represented in a more distributed way in the hippocampal formation, with hippocampal (e.g., place) and entorhinal (e.g., grid) codes, possibly functioning as "basis functions" to encode such maps [46] . An alternative possibility is that the two different organizing principles encoded by levels two and three in our model -temporal and relationalspatial, respectively -map directly to hippocampal and entorhinal structures. This would assign separate roles to the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex, the former acting as a "sequence predictor" and the latter providing a basic spatial scaffold for experiences (corresponding in our model to the "2D squares" shown in Figure 1A ) or encoding (average) transition models [47] . Despite its theoretical appeal, this strict separation remains to be empirically validated, given the recurrent dynamics in the hippocampal-entorhinal circuit and the evidence of reward and goal (not just relational and spatial) information robustly coded in entorhinal cortex [48] , [49] .
Our model assumes that maps are structured representations that define a coherent context to organize stimuli, forming spatiotemporal codes for spatial navigation [50] but also possibly non-spatial codes for other tasks [51] - [54] . It is worth noting that we used a mixture model for map probabilities, which implies that only one map is active at each time during learning and inference. This may be a simplification (to be possibly relaxed in future work), but evidence of theta-paced flickering [55] indicates that place cell assemblies from different mazes are activated within different theta cycles -suggesting that one map at the time might be activated. Computational arguments support our hypothesis, too, given that mixture models like the one we propose here, or related architectures such as cloned HMM, tend to be resistant to catastrophic forgetting [56] .
Other brain areas outside those shown in Figure 5 may be related to our proposed generative model. While internally generated hippocampal dynamics are largely dependent on intrinsic (CA3) dynamics, they are also in part influenced by cortical structures -including not just medial entorhinal cortex [57] but also mPFC [58] . Prefrontal structures may play at least two important roles in the proposed model. First, they may play a permissive role for hippocampal sequences to occur when needed, such as for example, during decision-making [41] , hence mediating prospective (planning) and retrospective (learning) role of hippocampal replays [5] , [16] - [19] . Second, the cross-talk between hippocampal and cortical structure may permit their coordinated functioning and (bidirectional) learning. It has long been proposed that the hippocampal model can train cortical semantic systems or behavioural controllers offline. In turn, cortical systems can transfer structured, rule-related knowledge to hippocampal systems [18] , potentially contributing to bias their content and reorganize experiences according to learned rules [14] . A theoretical possibility that remains to be tested in future research is whether during periods of coupled oscillations, hippocampal and cortical structures simultaneously replay from their respective generative models and train each other. This idea can apply to subcortical structures that strongly cross-talk with the hippocampus, such as the ventral striatum. It has been proposed that the hippocampus and the ventral striatum may jointly implement a behavioural controller for goal-directed spatial navigation [59] , [60] ; and generative replay in these structures can help training the model.
Discussion
Our novel theoretical proposal casts the hippocampal formation as a hierarchical generative model of spatiotemporal experiences. The proposed generative model supports generative replay: a powerful method for continual learning that uses fictive replays generated from a learned model to train the model itself (and also external, e.g., cortical models or controllers). This method prevents catastrophic forgetting without requiring the verbatim storage of (an unbounded number of) previous experiences, as in "experience replay" [20] - [22] . Our results show that agents using generative replay, and especially prioritized generative replay, have superior performance compared to baseline agents (with no replay) and agents using experience replay (i.e., replaying from memory not model). Furthermore, our simulations show that generative replay mechanisms are well suited to explain the flexibility of internally generated hippocampal sequences [8] , [13] , beyond the mere replay of previous experience. It remains to be fully established whether standard generative replay, its variant prioritized generative replay or a combination of both methods best explain the growing empirical evidence on internally generated hippocampal sequences. The proposal that neuromodulation influences replay expression [61] suggests that under different contexts (defined by the activity of different neuromodulators), the selection of different generative replay methods may occur; but this hypothesis remains to be systematically tested in future research.
We proposed that the hippocampal generative model is hierarchically organized, to form three layers of hidden states: items (that disentangle representations), sequences (that organize items in time), and maps (that organize sequences in space). In other words, it uses both maps and sequences as structures (or inductive biases) to organize items of experience. This idea is compatible with the well-established roles of the hippocampus in cognitive map formation [62] (and relatedly, in relational tasks) and the spontaneous generation of sequential dynamics [63] , possibly based at least in part on preconfigured hippocampal dynamics that are sequential in nature [10] , [11] . Organizing experiences into sequences and maps may help forming a coherent spatiotemporal context, permitting the model to link to the same latent map sets of trajectories experienced across different trials [12] . Furthermore, starting the inference with a preconfigured set of maps (acquired from previous experiences) that can be later adapted when maze-specific observations are gathered may help explaining preplay phenomena [15] that are more puzzling to explain in associative learning frameworks.
Another way to consider the role of sequences and maps in our architecture is considering that they afford hierarchical predictions, with sequences affording short-term predictions and (biased) maps affording long-term, average predictions of future locations. Our view is then compatible with the idea tat the hippocampus learns a predictive representation [64] but proposes that it is hierarchical.
While we exemplified the functioning of the proposed model in the domain of spatial navigation, its architecture is generic and could learn coherent spatiotemporal contexts also for non-navigation experiences, providing that they have the appropriate statistical structure. Recent studies have shown that the hippocampus supports temporal and rate coding of discrete sequences of non-spatial events such as (in rodents) odours [65] and button locations [66] and (in humans) of arbitrary items [14] ; see also [67] , [68] . More broadly, novel findings imply the hippocampal formation in cognitive mapping in several domains of cognition [69] - [71] . It remains to be established to what extent the hippocampus is a generalpurpose system to form maps and sequences; and whether the generalization to non-spatial domains reuses internal codes initially developed for spatial navigation [71] . Theoretical arguments suggest that while the brain might use multiple generative models, these may be tuned to different (natural) statistics of stimuli. At one extreme, generative models supporting visual processing may be tuned to scenes that change gradually (in the sense that successive frames tend to be similar to one another). The hippocampal generative model might lie close to the other extreme and may be specialized to learn sequences of arbitrary (patternseparated) items [16] . Establishing the plausibility of these theoretical arguments is an objective for future research.
Previous theoretical and computational studies assigned a role to the hippocampus in supporting model-based, goal-directed navigation [16] - [18] , [24] , [34] , [42] , [72] , [73] . Our theory is generally in agreement with these ideas but goes beyond them, by introducing the idea of hierarchical, structured representations for sequences and maps, and by modelling explicitly how these representations are acquired over time. Importantly, our theory focuses on the hippocampal formation as a generative model of spatiotemporal experiences, not (or not necessarily) a transition model or a behavioural controller for goal-directed navigation, as proposed in the above models. Yet it is important to consider that the proposed generative model includes the essential components to train external controllers offline using generative replay, to provide predictions to external controllers, or even to form a controller for goaldirected navigation, when coupled with external structures such as the ventral striatum. Therefore, our proposed model could support all the previously hypothesized (model-based) functions of the hippocampus -but the plausibility of these or other possibilities remains to be established.
Casting the hippocampal formation as a hierarchical generative model immediately reconciles its roles in multiple, apparently disconnected cognitive functions, including episodic and autobiographic memory [74] , [75] , imagination [76] , [77] and cognitive-map-based (or goaldirected) spatial navigation [62] , [78] . These functions have often been studied in isolation and remain challenging to reconcile within an integrated theoretical proposal.
The idea of generative replay helps reconciling the roles of the hippocampus episodic memory and imagination. On the one hand, it supports the rapid acquisition of multiple episodic memories and can be used to train both the hippocampal generative model and other systems, (e.g., cortical models or controllers). On the other hand, it supports the spontaneous generation of novel, unexperienced sequences that are structurally coherent with past experiences. The spontaneously generated events can be biased to include behaviourally relevant (e.g., goal) or salient locations [8] , [38] , [45] as these are sampled from biased maps that represent behavioural relevance and saliency probabilistically. The hierarchical structure permits organizing experiences into coherent spatiotemporal contexts, explaining why the hippocampal formation is a "sequence generator" [16] , [63] and plays a key role in cognitive map formation and goal-directed spatial navigation (and relational inference outside purely spatial domains). Finally, and speculatively, the hippocampal generative model may contribute to autobiographic aspects od memory, as by continuously encoding and replaying episodes it may afford a sense of continual self across time. This may also link to prospective function, as a model provides not just a memory of "the past me" but also inference of "the future me".
In sum, the computational framework of hierarchical generative modelling and generative replay reconciles several apparently disconnected ideas on hippocampal function and provides a rigorous framework for their empirical testing.
Methods

Hierarchical spatiotemporal representation
Our theory proposes that the hippocampus implements a hierarchical generative model that organizes the observations it receives over time into three sets of latent codes, for items, sequences and maps, respectively. At the highest hierarchical level, the model learns a set of maps representing characteristic environmental (e.g., maze) properties. However, the model implicitly assumes that, at each time (or short time interval), its observations derive from one single map -that needs to be inferred. A key characteristic of the generative model is that it implements generative replay: it can stochastically generate items and sequences starting from its observations and inferred map; and use the stochastically generated sequences for training itself.
Before formally describing the model, we need to introduce some notation. Let us assume that the environment is represented as a vector space 
Moving upward again, the next hierarchical level uses the same encodings to define a code for a sequence of items ≡ 1 , … , :
where 0 < < 1 ( = 0.7 in our simulations) and !!! is an exponential decay over time. Equation (2) consists of a graded representation, where the most recent observation is encoded with the highest activation rate. Note that this coding scheme closely resembles a "bag-of-words" encoding of multiple words (observations) in a document (sequence). However, while the bag-of-word representation encodes the frequency (distribution) of elements without any order ( = 1), our method assumes no or few repetitions, with the graded values that essentially encode the order of items. Finally, at the top level, the model assumes that the sequence of observations can be grouped together (according to any of their common characteristics), as if they were drawn from a distribution that partitions the sequences into clusters. Each cluster corresponds to a different map and the model assumes that its current sequence of observations belong to only one map at a time. These assumptions are embodied in the following generative mixture model:
where is the number of maps. Note that while here we set as known and fixed, in the section on "Nonparametric Method" we discuss a non-parametric extension of the model, which automatically infers the best number of clusters given its observations.
The definition of the model in Equation (3) is well-posed once we specify the quantities ( = ) and . The former is the mixing probability of the kth cluster to be in the partition, whose distribution is characterized by the parameters ≡ ! !!!,..,! . Each parameter ! = ! ! , ⋯ , ! ! , ⋯ , ! ! ∈ represents a particular map and encodes the frequency of event occupancy of the locations under the map . In the proposed model, we assume that ≡ = 1 , … , =~ and !~( ! ) with !~ ( 1, … , ) . Therefore, both the mixing probabilities and the structural parameters of the maps follow a categorical distribution -the latter having hyperparameters drawn from a Dirichlet distribution over .
In turn, ≡ ! represents the likelihood that the th map can account for the sequence of observations, and can be written down as a deterministic function of the probabilistic parameters ! :
where y ! = ∘ ! , with the symbol "∘" denoting the Hadamard product. Here, we made the simplifying assumption that observations are independent. By making the logarithm, Equation (4) becomes the scalar product between and ln ! :
Thus, Equations (4) and (5) effectively measure the similarity between the sequence of events and the structure of a map, on a linear and a logarithmic scale, respectively. Indeed, Equation (5) assigns higher probabilities to those maps whose spatiotemporal structure ! matches the temporal order of observations encoded by .
Note that Equation (5) affords a plausible neuronal implementation in the mechanism of weighted transmission of action potentials between synapses encoding log-probabilities of the spatiotemporal structure and presynaptic neuronal activity encoding event representations.
Hierarchical inference
To calculate the values of the hidden states of the computational model, we adopt a Bayesian dynamical inferential process. The hierarchical inference starts by estimating the posteriors of the mixing probabilities ( ) ≡ | ( ) . At the first time step, ( = 1), 0 is drawn from a categorical distribution, i.e., 0~( ), with hyperparameters that follow a Dirichlet distribution, ~( ) . At the end of the inferential process of each time step, the hyperparameters are recursively adjusted, based on the accumulated evidence, hence permitting to improving the a-priori information available for the next trials; see the section on "Parameter learning" for details.
Differently, when > 1, is given by the expression:
Here, is an exponential time constant, whose value was fixed to (the empirically found value of) = 0.9 and is the whole set of the maps ! . For the sake of simplicity, we recall Equation (5) and use a log-scale to change Equation (6) to the linear expression:
Equation (6) determines the mixing probabilities at the current time by integrating their past posteriors with the information on past sequence − 1 available from the lower level. We adopt a Maximum A Posteriori approach, to select which of the K maps maximizes posteriors; namely = ( ). At the end of the inferential process of each time step (for > 1), the parameters ! that define the map ! are updated; see the section on "Parameter learning" for details.
Note that Equation (6) can be interpreted as Bayesian filtering, by considering that it operates in two sequential steps, prediction and update. We could interpret Equations (6 and 7) as the prediction of a set of hidden states = 1, … , = , conditioned on the previous sequence code − 1 ; but contrary to standard Bayesian filtering, the latter is another hidden state, not an observation. This process dynamically reduces uncertainty in map distributions (and the entropy of ( )), hence the inference provides increasingly more precise evaluations for the mixing probabilities and map inference. This first inferential step has a plausible biological implementation, in terms of a local competition circuit that recursively accumulates evidence for each map, by adding at each time step synapse-weighted bottom-up signals encoding current observations. The hierarchal structure shown in Figure 1A suggests that, at this point, one should update the sequence . Conversely, to simplify the generation of fictive information during replay (see below), our model estimates item codes before sequence codes. The dynamic equation for considers three elements: (i) the map ! inferred at the highest hierarchical level, (ii) a simple (transition) model encoding the fact that the locations of successive items change gradually, and hence prescribing transitions sampled from a normal distribution centered on past observation ( − 1), and (iii) the sequence code at the previous time step − 1 , which is subtracted, thus implementing a form of inhibition of return. Thus, we define updating as:
where ~( ( − 1), Σ) is an observation estimated from an elliptic distribution, with covariance Σ encoding information about the velocity of the sequence .
After updating the item code , the model generates a prediction for the current observation through the maximization of the inferred item, i.e.,:
This mechanism is key for generative replay and the generation of fictive observations over time Finally, the inferential process updates the sequence code , using the following dynamic equation:
where is the decay coefficient already introduced in Equation (2) . In practice, Equation (10) gradually creates a spatiotemporal representation of observation sequences, by adding the item code ( ) for the current observation to the previous sequence code − 1 , while also considering the top-down prediction provided by the inferred map ! . Note that the item code ( ) is inferred during navigation, but fictive during replays.
Parameter estimation (learning)
In the previous section, we mentioned that another process coexists with the hierarchical inference: parameter learning. Every time the inference selects the th hidden map via "filtering", the related hyperparameter components ! and ! are updated, thus permitting to carry over information across time steps. To improve hyperparameter learning, we adopted the following methods: (i) we used a decay constant to account for the volatility of information coded in the maps (in our simulation, this is a small decay factor, equal to 1%), (ii) we added the probability of ! ( ) ≡ = , to account for the confidence in choosing ! as best map, and (iii) we utilize the value ! only when = 1 and the value ! for every t > 1; in both cases, the updating is done at the end of the hierarchical inference.
To adjust the hyperparameters of the th mixing probability ( ! ), we use the following:
Even if the value of ! is updated at every time step, it is only used at the beginning of each trial (when = 1), as a parameter of the categorical distribution from which 0 is sampled. Therefore, Equation (10) embodies in the parameters a-priori information (from previous trials) about the probability of each cluster.
To adjust the Dirichlet hyperparameters of the selected map ( ! ), we use the following:
that accounts for both the temporal information in the sequence code and the belief ! ( ) of the current map. This updating is done, and its value is used, only when t > 1, to estimate the most likely map associated to the sequence of observations so far observed.
Nonparametric method
Our simulations above used a fixed number of mixture clusters . Here we describe an extension of the previous model that automatically infers . For this, we used an adaptation of the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) prior over clustering of observations that adapts model complexity to data by allowing creating novel clusters as it observes novel data [79] , [80] . Note that the CRP prior was applied only during navigation, on true data, and not during replay.
The CRP metaphor describes how a restaurant with an infinite number of tables (clusters) is gradually filled in with a potentially infinite number of customers (observations). The first customer sits on the first table, i.e., it is assigned to the first cluster. All the other new customers that enter the restaurant can either sit at an occupied table (i.e., be assigned to existing clusters) with a probability corresponding to table occupancy ! /( + ) or sit at a new table (i.e., expand the model with a new cluster) with probability /( + ), where is a concentration parameter.
Here, customers are multi-dimensional real-value representations and each representation is different from any of the previously observed ones. To determine whether a representation is to be considered as novel, we exploited the acquired cluster structure knowledge, or maps ! . A representation was considered as novel when the greatest likelihood ! (see Formula 4) among all clusters currently in use was smaller than a threshold, !!! = 0.01 . Table occupancy corresponded to the parameters ! of the mixing probabilities and the concentration parameter was = 1.
